Elementary Feeder Schools:
1. Father Francis McSpiritt Catholic
2. Holy Spirit Catholic
3. Our Lady of Lourdes Catholic
4. St. André Bessette Catholic
5. St. Patrick (Brampton residents)

Secondary Extended French:
St. Thomas Aquinas SS

Students in excess of the enrolment cap will be accommodated at Ascension of Our Lord SS

Bram East #2 Neighbourhood
Elementary students are hosted at Father Francis McSpiritt.

Bram East #3 West Neighbourhood
Elementary students are hosted at Father Francis McSpiritt.

Bram East #3 North Neighbourhood
Elementary students are hosted at St. Patrick.

Bram East #3 South Neighbourhood
Elementary students are hosted at St. André Bessette.

Bram East #3 North Neighbourhood
Elementary students are hosted at St. Patrick.

Boundaries Subject to Change

2020-2021
CARDINAL AMBROZIC CATHOLIC SS
10 Castle Oaks Crossing
Brampton, ON L6P 3A2
905-913-2989
Grades 9-12

School Information:
- Secondary Boundary
- Elementary Hosted Boundary
- Municipal Boundary